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from the surrounding songs), and so the record has been seeing very agreeable chart action. Infact, it's still enjoying Top Ten status,
despite getting bumped around just a bit by the influx of new artists like Fates, Slayer and C.O.C.. Never fear however, Nardachone

has signaled "Agony And Ecstasy" the new emphasis cut and no doubt it'll help retain somepositioning power
for Jon, Criss, Johnny and Doc. Just be sure and realize that the back cover has the song tracking at #11, but
it's actually #13 down the line. 'Agony" is a building power track, echoing with eerie intensity and Jon's almost
anguished, emotive rasp. Criss' sharp guitar style cuts through like a knife and the rest of the boys slam it into

gear pretty quickly in and the song just buzzes along 'til its conclusion. It's already picked up new support from
KVHS, WARC, WKNH, WPSC, WRLC and WSOU while the album maintains with still strong play at
WMMR, KMSA, WARC, WBCN, WGIR, WPSC, KFMQ, KUNV, WAIF, WTSR, WXPL, KBPI, KCLB,
KIOZ, KNGX, KSJL, KVHS, WBER, WBIM, WBNY, WGLS, WHJY, WKDU, WKNC, WKNH, WKPX,
WPSU, WRLC, WRTN, WTPA, WVBR, WVCR, WVFS, WWSP, WXIN and WXRC. Top requests at

WARC, WBIM, WTPA, WVBR, WWSP and WXRC. Raging into the New Year.
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STREETS
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Liquid Sky. Unsigned.... If you're interested in a band
whose sound is very viable and somewhat mainstream oriented,

in the vein of say, Living
Colour (lead singer Saoud
does sound an awful lot like
Corey Glover at moments)
check this band out for
sure. Liquid Sky are a San
Francisco based four piece
(Saoud, Mark Thomas
Baker -guitar, Joey Di -
Bono -bass and Dana

Miller -drums) with tons of commercial potential, but don't
instantly read that "pop". These guys definitely know their way
around a groove, and are quite adept at laying down some pretty
mean ones, not to mention some amazing atmospherics and all
out rock riffing. Alternative? Ever so slightly, in that they are
inspired lyrically --transcending typical rock anthems by a mile
(their bio is rather original too). Their five song demo, sports a
very well thought out, and nicely produced sound plus lots of
clever musicality. They write songs not around formulas and
hooks (with the possible exception of the mainstream dream of
a number --"She Dreams Me On"), rather, they find a groove and
build around it (the other 4 tracks are "The Crush" --killer song,
"Only Meant To Kill You", "Hill Of Dreams" and "Natural Ride").
Folks here in Hardville pretty much know the tape inside out, as
I've subjected them to repeated deadline listenings. Luckily,
they heard its potential pretty instantly too, and one even asked
me what label the band was on...hmmm. The overall consensus
is completely positive. Question is, what lucky label's gonna tap
into their talent and take them all the way? Despite some
similarities to "others", they've definitely got their own sound
developing, one they describe as, "emotionally heavy,
psychedelic, powerful, intense-- melody with an edge". So true.
They've even got the Bill Hard stamp of approval. Call 415-361-
8859 or call Saoud (Sow -000d) at 415-922-1759 to secure a copy
for yourselves (or I can help ya out for sure). Really good stuff.
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1. METALLICA 6. PRONG
2. SLAYER 7. C.O.C.
3. NIRVANA 8. F. WARNING
4. SOUNDGARDEN 9. OVERKILL
5. 0. OSBOURNE 10. SAVATAGE

ALSO REQUESTED: DEATH, INFECTIOUS GROOVES,
MINISTRY, MORDRED, ASPHALT BALLET.

System Addict, Unsigned.... Admittedly, I get a lot of demo
tapes rolling through here and while I do try and listen to as many

as I can, I hafta admit that
many get put into rainy day
stacks--y'know the ones you
plan on getting to when you
get the time. Luckily, since
the "right before Christmas"
lull has begun to set in and
releases are thinning out
considerably, System Ad-
dict (cool name) hit my desk

at just the right time. I do admit that upon glancing at their bio,
the name Damon Trotta (bass) caught my eye pretty instantly,
as did Ed Furhman's (guitar). They are ex of Non -Fiction and
Hades respectively and it's no secret I have great affection for
both those groups. I was very surprised when I slipped the five
song demo tape into my walkman ("STX", "High Speed Pursuit",
"Tornado", "Painted Walls" and "SA -161"). I really wasn't sure
what to expect, but I fell into their almost avant garde metallic
crunch pretty quickly. Granted a couple of the songs are blessed
with nice grooves and the wild hi -tech six string work of Furhman
(I love that stuff). Most interesting however was the very unique
vocal work of ex -Elysium frontman, Sunshine (yeah, I know but
what's in a name anyway). His stark vocals ride high in the mix
and provide an unusual contrast to the heavy music (the band
by the way is aptly rounded out by drummer Victor Barocas).
They've been quietly building a following in the Jersey area, but
I think they maybe attracting a lot more in the future. Intelligent,
creative and very cleanly produced...if demos are what you judge
by, this is one of the better I've received for sure. I've yet to see
them live, but I'm now really looking forward to it. They are
progressive, but enhanced with a few dips into rap, and more
alternative leanings (every now and then). They're a very
talented bunch and this is one demo that I'll definitely be
hanging onto. Contact Ed at 201-692-1231 or write P.O. Box
8064, Paramus, N.J. 07653.

ATTENTION ALL METAL REPORTERS:

METAL REPORTS ARE TAKEN ON MONDAYS
(ALL DAY) AND TUESDAYS (UNTIL 3:30 EST),

ONLY.

SAME APPLIES TO ALL FAXES

THANK YOU.
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